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Abstrat
Unitarity uts of enhaned pomeron diagrams are analyzed in the framework of the old Reggeon
Field Theory. The omplete set of ut non-loop enhaned graphs is obtained. Important anella-
tions between ontributions of ertain sub-lasses of ut diagrams are observed.
1 Introdution
Even nowadays, forty years after the Reggeon Field Theory (RFT) [1℄ has been proposed, it attrats
attention of researhes. This is partly due to the fat that a number of important results of the
old RFT remain also valid in the perturbative BFKL pomeron alulus [2℄. Thus, RFT remains a
testing laboratory for novel approahes, prior to their realization within more ompliated BFKL
framework. On the other hand, a perturbative treatment of peripheral hadroni ollisions still
remains a hallenge, the proesses being dominated by soft parton physis. Hene, numerous
Monte Carlo (MC) generators employ pomeron phenomenology [3℄ to desribe the struture of
underlying hadroni events, whih proved to be a suessful approah (see, e.g., [4℄).
Yet one usually restrits himself with the omparatively simple quasi-eikonal sheme, where
hadron-hadron sattering amplitude is desribed by diagrams of Fig. 1, orresponding to inde-
...
Figure 1: General ontribution to hadron-hadron sattering amplitude from multiple pomeron
exhanges (vertial thik lines).
pendent pomeron exhanges between the two hadrons
1
, and an be expressed via the so-alled
pomeron quasi-eikonal χPad as [3℄










with Y = ln s, s and b being .m. energy squared and impat parameter; Ca - the shower enhane-
ment oeient. A small imaginary part of χPad an be negleted in the high energy limit.
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Figure 2: Contribution of non-loop enhaned diagrams to elasti sattering amplitude; the verties
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Figure 3: Reursive equation for the net fan ontribution χneta|d(y1,
~b1|Y,~b).
However, at high energies one has to aount for the ontributions of enhaned pomeron dia-
grams, orresponding to pomeron-pomeron interations [6℄. Thus, in addition to simple pomeron
exhanges of Fig. 1, one has to onsider multiple exhanges of oupled enhaned graphs. The
elasti sattering amplitude an still be written in the usual quasi-eikonal form












where for the ontribution of oupled enhaned graphs χenhad one obtains the representation
2
of
Fig. 2 [7℄. Assuming π-meson dominane of multi-pomeron verties this gives











































where G is related to the triple-pomeron oupling r3P as G = r3P/(Cπγ
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~bi|Y,~b), i = 1, 2. The ontribution
χnet
a|d(y1,
~b1|Y,~b) orresponds to pomeron nets, exhanged between hadrons a and d, whih are
generated starting from a given vertex (y1,~b1) (y1, b1 are rapidity and impat parameter distanes




























The representation of Fig. 2 takes into aount arbitrary oupled nets of pomerons and neglets sub-dominant
ontributions of loop graphs, where some verties are onneted to eah other by two or more pomerons [7℄. The
approah an be generalized to inlude simplest loop ontributions, orresponding to multiple pomeron exhanges
between neighboring verties.
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In ontrast to the usual fan diagram equation (whih an be obtained setting n2 ≡ 0 in Fig. 3),
the net fan ontribution χnet
a|d aounts for absorptive orretions due to re-satterings both on
the projetile and on the target hadrons. The pomeron onneted to the initial vertex (y1,~b1) in
Fig. 3 will be referred as the fan handle.
The knowledge of the elasti sattering amplitude allows one to alulate total and elasti ross
setions. However, to obtain partial weights of partiular inelasti nal states, one has to study
unitarity uts of elasti sattering diagrams and to re-sum the orresponding ontributions to all
orders. In the following, we shall apply the AGK utting rules [8℄ to net fan graphs of Fig. 3.
Colleting ontributions of uts of ertain topologies, we shall use them as building bloks to obtain
the omplete set of ut diagrams, orresponding to the full disontinuity of the graphs of Fig. 2.
2 Unitarity uts of net fans
It is onvenient to separate dierent unitarity uts of net fan graphs in two lasses: in the rst











































Figure 4: Examples of graphs obtained by utting the same projetile net fan diagram: in the
graphs (a) and (b) we have a fan-like struture of ut pomerons (marked by rosses); in the
diagrams () and (d) the ut pomeron, exhanged between the verties (y2,~b2) and (y3,~b3), is
arranged in a zigzag way with respet to the fan handle. The ut plane is indiated by dot-
dashed lines.
diagrams of the seond kind some ut pomerons are onneted to eah other in a zigzag way,
suh that pomeron end rapidities are arranged as y1 > y2 < y3 > ..., see Fig. 4 (), (d).
Let us onsider the rst lass and obtain separately both the total ontribution of fan-like
uts 2χ¯fana|d and the part of it, formed by diagrams with the handle of the fan being unut,
an example shown in Fig. 4 (b), 2χ˜fana|d. Applying AGK utting rules to the graphs of Fig. 3
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~b2|), Xa|d = Xa|d(y2,~b2|Y,~b), Xd|a = Xd|a(Y − y2,~b−~b2|Y,~b), X = χ
net, χ¯fan, χ˜fan.
The rst diagram in the r.h.s. of Fig. 5 is obtained by utting the single pomeron exhanged






























































Figure 5: Reursive equation for the ontribution 2χ¯fan
a|d − 2χ˜
fan
a|d of fan-like uts of net fan

































































Figure 6: Reursive equation for the ontribution 2χ˜fan
a|d of fan-like uts of net fan diagrams, the
handle of the fan being unut.
utting the 2nd graph in the r.h.s. of Fig. 3 in suh a way that all ut pomerons are arranged
in a fan-like struture and the ut plane passes through the handle of the fan. In graph (b)
the vertex (y2, b2) ouples together m¯ ≥ 1 ut projetile net fans, eah one haraterized by a
fan-like struture of uts, and any numbers m,n ≥ 0 of unut projetile and target net fans.
Here one has to subtrat pomeron self-oupling ontribution (m¯ = 1, m = n = 0) - graph (), as
well as the ontributions of graphs (d) and (e), where in all m¯ ut projetile net fans, onneted
to the vertex (y2, b2), the handles of the fans remain unut and all these handles and all the
m unut projetile net fans are situated on the same side of the ut plane. Finally, in graph
(f) the ut plane passes between m ≥ 2 unut projetile net fans, with at least one remained on
either side of the ut.
In the reursive representation of Fig. 6 for the ontribution 2χ˜fan
a|d the graphs (a), (b), () in
the r.h.s. of the Figure are similar to the diagrams (b), (d), (f) of Fig. 5 orrespondingly, with the
dierene that the handle of the fan is now unut. Therefore, there are n ≥ 1 unut target
net fans onneted to the vertex (y2, b2) in suh a way that at least one of them is positioned on
the opposite side of the ut plane with respet to the handle pomeron. On the other hand, one
has to add graph (d), where the vertex (y2, b2) ouples together m¯ ≥ 1 projetile net fans, whih
are ut in a fan-like way and have their handles unut and positioned on the same side of the
ut plane, together with any numbers m ≥ 0 of projetile and n ≥ 0 of target unut net fans,
suh that the vertex remains unut. Here one has to subtrat the pomeron self-oupling (m¯ = 1,
m = n = 0)  graph (e).
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To investigate zigzag-like uts of net fan graphs, the examples shown in Fig. 4 () and (d), we
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a|d with ut handle.
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Figure 8: Reursive equation for the ut net-fan ontribution 2χ˜
net(k)
a|d with unut handle.
introdue k-th order ut net fan ontributions 2χ¯
net(k)
a|d (k ≥ 2), whih, in addition to the above-
onsidered fan-like ut diagrams, ontain also ones with up to k ut pomerons onneted to eah
other in a zigzag way, i.e., with pomeron end rapidities being arranged as y1 > y2 < ... > yk+1.
For example, the graphs of Fig. 4 () and (d) belong orrespondingly to the 2nd and 3rd order ut
net fan ontributions. As before, we onsider two subsamples of the diagrams, with the handles




a|d , and unut, 2χ˜
net(k)
a|d , whih leads us to the reursive
equations of Figs. 7 and 8. Compared to the ones of Figs. 5 and 6, they ontain additional graphs,
Fig. 7 (g)-(i) and Fig. 8 (f)-(m), where the vertex (y2,~b2) is oupled to n¯ ≥ 1 ut target net fans








a|d). Combining the ontributions of the
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Figure 9: Alternative representation for the fan-like ut ontribution 2χ¯fana|d − 2χ˜
fan
a|d with ut
handle. Eah broken pomeron line denotes a t-hannel sequene of pomerons whih are separated
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Figure 10: Alternative representation for the fan-like ut ontribution 2χ˜fan
a|d with unut handle.
The broken pomeron lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 9.





a|d, as it should be. On the other hand, ontributions of various zigzag uts

















a|d ≡ 0. (12)
One an obtain an alternative representation for χ¯fana|d, χ˜
fan
a|d, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, applying
(5-6) (orrespondingly Figs. 5 and 6) reursively to generate any number of verties, onneted to
unut projetile and target net fans, along the handle of the fan. The broken pomeron lines in
Figs. 9 and 10 orrespond to t-hannel sequenes of ut and unut pomerons whih are separated




a|d of the rst graph in the r.h.s. of Figs. 9 and 10 orrespondingly (the index Pxy
indiates whether the downmost (uppermost) pomeron in the sequene is ut, x = c (y = c), or
unut, x = u (y = u)) are dened as (.f. (5-6))
2χPcc
a|d(y1, b1|Y,







































































a|d , applying reursively the relations
of Figs. 7 and 8 to generate any number of intermediate verties along the fan handle, whih
are onneted to unut and (k − 1)-th order ut projetile and target net fans, until we end
























































































































































































































































































































































































a|d of zig-zag-like uts of net-
fan diagrams, the handle of the fan being ut. The broken pomeron line between the verties
(y1,~b1) and (y
′,~b′) orresponds to a t-hannel sequene of ut and unut pomerons whih are
separated by verties onneted to unut and (k− 1)-th order ut projetile and target net fans.
ontributions and any numbers of unut and (k−1)-th order ut projetile and target net fans, or
is oupled to q¯ ≥ 1 (k − 1)-th order target zigzag-ut ontributions (in addition, to any numbers
of unut and (k−2)-th order ut target net fans) and to unut and (k−1)-th order ut projetile




a|d is shown in Fig. 11, the one for 2χ˜
zz(k)
a|d
looks similarly (.f. Figs. 9 and 10).
3 Cut enhaned diagrams
We are going to derive the full set of ut diagrams orresponding to s-hannel disontinuity of
elasti sattering ontributions of Fig. 2. Let us start with ut graphs haraterized by tree-like
struture of ut pomerons, whih an be onstruted oupling any numbers m¯, n¯ of fan-like ut
projetile and target net fans in one vertex.
First we onsider the ase of m¯, n¯ 6= 1, whih leads us to the set of graphs of Fig. 12, where we
do not have any double ounting of the same ontributions. For example, the graphs Fig. 12 (a)-(e)
have a single vertex (y1,~b1), whih ouples together m¯ ≥ 2 projetile and n¯ ≥ 2 target ut fans.
Correspondingly, dierent strutures of uts inside the fans and dierent topologies of unut




































a|d − 1− χ˜fana|d)
}
, (15)
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Figure 12: Tree-like ut enhaned diagrams. The vertex (y1,~b1) ouples together m¯ projetile
























































































Figure 13: The same as in Fig. 12 for m¯ 6= 1 and n¯ = 1.
Now we ome to the ase of m¯ 6= 1 and n¯ = 1, whih results in the diagrams of Fig. 13. Similarly
to the above, we obtain
2χ¯
tree(2)
























a|d − 1− χ˜fana|d)
}
. (16)
Finally we onsider the ase of n¯ 6= 1 and m¯ = 1, whih an be obtained reversing the graphs
of Fig. 13 upside-down. There we have to orret for double ounting of the same ontributions.
For example, onsidering the rst diagram of Fig. 13 being reversed upside-down and expanding
its projetile ut fan using the relations of Figs. 9 and 10, we obtain the set of graphs of Fig. 14.
Clearly, the third diagram in the r.h.s. of Fig. 14, being symmetri with respet to the projetile
and the target, will appear in a similar expansion of the rst graph of Fig. 13. On the other
hand, all the other graphs in the r.h.s. of Fig. 14, exept the rst two, nd their dupliates in
the expansions of other diagrams of Fig. 13. Thus, the only new ontributions are the ones of
Fig. 15 (a)-(g). In addition, we have to inlude the graphs (h)-(j) of the Figure, whih orrespond
to a t-hannel sequene of l ≥ 2 ut and unut pomerons whih are separated by verties onneted
to unut projetile and target net fans, with the downmost and the uppermost pomerons in the
sequene being ut. The ontribution of the graphs of Fig. 15 is
2χ¯
tree(3)















































































































































































































































































































Adding (15-17) together and using (4), (6), (8), (13-14), we an obtain

































= 2χenhad (Y, b). (18)
However, the unitarity requires the sum of all uts of the diagrams of Fig. 2 to be equal to twie
the imaginary part of the elasti sattering ontribution, i.e. to 2χenhad . Thus, the ontributions of all
uts of non-tree (zigzag) type should preisely anel eah other. To verify that, we an onstrut





























a|d (similarly for 2χ˜
zz(k)
a|d ) to orret for double ounts in the same way as above
for tree-like diagrams, we obtain the set of graphs of Fig. 16. There, the diagrams (a)() ontain
p¯ ≥ 2 k-th order projetile zigzag-ut ontributions; this gives a fator (e
2χ¯
zz(k)
a|d − 1 − 2χ¯
zz(k)
a|d ),
whih is equal zero due to (11). Similarly, the graphs (i)(k) have q¯ ≥ 1 k-th order target zigzag-
ut fans, whih gives (e
2χ¯
zz(k)
d|a − 1) ≡ 0. The ontributions of the graphs (e) and (f) are equal up
to a sign and anel eah other; the same applies to the diagrams (m) and (n). Finally, the graphs
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where the expression in the square brakets vanishes due to (10). Similarly one demonstrates the
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Figure 16: Cut enhaned diagrams with non-tree topology of ut pomerons.
approah.
3
It is worth stressing that we obtained a anellation for the ontributions of non-tree
type ut diagrams of Fig. 16 to the total ross setion, not to inlusive partile spetra; suh graphs
have to be taken into onsideration in inelasti event generation proedures.
In onlusion, we derived the omplete set of ut non-loop enhaned diagrams, as given in
Figs. 12, 13, 15, and 16. The obtained results open the way for a onsistent implementation of the
RFT in hadroni MC models. Details of the orresponding proedure will be disussed elsewhere.
On the other hand, as already disussed in [9℄, the sheme an be applied for alulations of
diration ross setions and of rapidity gap survival probabilities. It is noteworthy that urrent
analysis does not depend on a partiular parameterization for the pomeron exhange amplitude
and an be extended for a phenomenologial desription of hard proesses [9℄.
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3
Stritly speaking, s-hannel unitarity is still violated in ertain parts of the kinemati spae. For example,
one obtains here a negative ontribution for double high mass diration (entral rapidity gap) ross setion. The
problem is ured when simple loop ontributions are taken into aount; urrent re-summation method remains
appliable in that ase too.
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